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Watch our videos
Vegetables.co.nz is a not-for-profit
levy funded organisation representing a
collaboration of national vegetable industry
groups. Through their limited funds these
groups aim to increase the knowledge
of and consumption of NZ fresh grown
vegetables.

Meet the growers videos
These videos can be viewed on
vegetables.co.nz resource – teaching
section
• Meet NZ culinary herbs grower
Jeanette Rea
• Meet NZ onion grower Maurice Balle
• Meet NZ tomato grower Ben Smith
• Meet NZ potato grower John Wilcox
• Meet NZ leafy greens grower
Kiran Hari
• Meet NZ celery grower David Clark
• Meet NZ carrot grower Hamish Gates

The vegetables.co.nz committee is
comprised of representatives of the
collaborating vegetable product groups.
The Chairman is kumara grower, Andre de
Bruin, representing Vegetables NZ Inc. and
committee members are Malcolm Pook,
a tomato grower, representing Tomatoes
NZ Inc, Allen Lim – a leafy greens grower,
representing Vegetables NZ Inc. Robin
Oakley, a potato grower, representing
Potatoes NZ Inc. and Jay Masters, an
onion grower representing Onions NZ Inc.
vegetables.co.nz Education and Marketing
Manager is Pip Duncan.
Vegetables.co.nz aims to be the key point
of contact for high quality resource and
information on all fresh New Zealand grown
vegetables.
Vegetables.co.nz works closely with a
number of like- minded organisations on
collaborative activities including resource
development, events and promotions. In
2016 vegetables.co.nz has had partnerships
or been a co-sponsor with the following
organisations;
• Akaroa Salmon
• Beef+Lamb NZ
• Bidfood
• Choice Catering Equipment
• 5+ A Day
• House of Knives
• Life Health Foods

Videos from the vegetables.co.nz
classification section include;
• Stems – featuring celery
• Fruits - featuring tomatoes
• Leaves – leafy greens
• Roots – featuring carrots
• Tubers – potatoes
√ Do you follow vegetables.co.nz on
facebook
√ Have you downloaded the vegetables.
co.nz app
√ Join up for the Monthly email
newsletter on the bottom of landing
page of vegetables.co.nz.

•
•
•
•
•

Manukau Institute of Technology
Moffat NZ
Nestlé Professional
NZ Chicken
Southern Hospitality

Vegetables.co.nz is a member of or an
affiliate of the following organisations:
• Activity and nutrition Aotearoa
• Dietitians NZ
• Diabetes NZ
• NZ Chefs
• City & Guilds
• CREST – Royal Society NZ
• Culinary Arts Development Trust

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5+A Day
Hospitality NZ
National Heart Foundation NZ
Home Economics Tertiary Teachers
Association [HETTANZ]
National Heart Foundation NZ
NZ Association of Intermediate and
Middle Schools
NZ Guild Food Writers
NZ Institute Food Science and
Technology
NZ Nutrition Foundation
Nutrition Society NZ
Restaurant Assoc. of NZ
Service IQ
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IN THIS ISSUE
We celebrate the growers of our fine
New Zealand grown produce with
‘meet our grower’ videos.
Use the QR code to watch one on your
phone or visit the website.
Read about our latest steps in our
quest for every child to be able to
cook their own meal. Vegetables.
co.nz joined the Heart foundation and
Massey University Dietetic students
in some research to find out just
what was being taught to our year
7 and 8 students. A big thank you
to the Massey students who did a
wonderful job in preparing the survey
and carrying out over 60 face-to- face
interviews. We appreciated your work
and wish you well in your careers.
Read more about the research and the
prelim results on page 4.
Vegetables and natural supplements
and our poster shows which
vegetables are particularly good for
sportspeople. As usual our work is
evidence based and underpinned by
science.
New Zealand tomatoes are available
all year round and there is an
increasing number of varieties and
colours available – check out all
the tasty tomatoes in the poster on
the back cover, which can also be
downloaded from the website. Happy
cooking.
The vegetables.co.nz team

National Secondary School
Culinary CHALLENGE 2016
TEAMS AND MANAGERS

St John’s College, Hawke’s Bay –
Sam Heaven, Daniel Moss, Craig Ireland

Christchurch Girls High School –
Bridget James, Holly Caird, Emily Perkins

Heretaunga College, Wellington –
Grace DeJong and Holly Bowman with
Timothy Li

Onehunga High School, Auckland –
Maureen Laban, Emmanuel Lee, Angie
Wilson

Te Awamutu College –
Poppy Cox and Olivia Webber with
Will Cawkwell

King’s High School, Dunedin –
Felix McDonald with Duncan McLean and
Tom White

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS' DISHES

St Johns College. Entrée
The city by the sea - Silverbeet and Manuka
smoked sun dried tomato duck egg tart,
silverbeet spaghetti, truffle meringue, a
silverbeet nutmeg mousse encased in a
mozzarella balloon, squid ink coral sponge
and beurre noisette of Snapper.

St Johns College. Main
Cream cheese, herb, cashew nut mousse and
cream cheese marshmallow stuffed chicken
served with Bourbon oak smoked mashed
potatoes, baby beetroot and carrots with a
beetroot and lavender gel. Served with a
thyme, coriander, lemon and lavender scent.

Christchurch Girls High School. Entrée
Three ways with silverbeet – Herbed
silverbeet and feta galette rested upon a
carved venison loin with beetroot, pinot
noir and balsamic reduction, crispy salad
of rainbow chard stems finished with
silverbeet flakes

Christchurch Girls High School. Main
Crispy Skin chicken - Chicken breast stuffed
with mozzarella, semi dried tomatoes and
basil served with potato gnocchi, grilled baby
red capsicum and pancetta, caramelized
Brussels sprouts on corn cream sauce

Heretaunga College. Entrée
Silverbeet and three cheese tortellini –
Silverbeet and three cheese tortellini
served with silverbeet puree, crisp
parmesan wafers, wilted and fresh greens.

Heretaunga College. Main
Assiette of chicken – Chicken ballotine with
a farce, butter and thyme glazed wing, crispy
skin, smoked potato croquette, charred
onions, cauliflower puree, red currant jus,
roasted kumara and pickled carrots.

Epsom Girls Grammar, Auckland –
Hayley Platt, Sarah Brooks and Emily Ogier

Wanganui High School –
Charlotte Taylor, Linda Hardcastle and
Olivia Caird

NSSCC 2016 won by St John’s College, Hastings
Sam Heaven and Daniel Moss won their
outstanding entrée and main dishes after
going head to head with the eight other
regional teams in a high pressure live
90 minute kitchen cook off at Manukau
Institute of Technology’s Culinary School in
August.

Spotswood College, Taranaki –
Catriona Oates and Mikeala Phillips-Nassif
with Simon Houghton

The team had to produce four portions of
entrée and main meals in just 90 minutes.
The dishes had to include New Zealand
produced vegetables and chicken, with
Silverbeet being the hero vegetable.
Molecular gastronomy was an impressive
feature of the winners’ meal.

The entrée titled “The city by the sea”
incorporated silverbeet, Manuka smoked
sun dried tomato duck egg tart, silverbeet
spaghetti, truffle meringue, a silverbeet
nutmeg mousse encased in a mozzarella
balloon, squid ink coral sponge and beurre
noisette of Snapper. The dish, which was
served on a piece of slate, surrounded by
river stones, drew on the inspiration of
childhood fishing trips at Haumoana Beach
where wild silverbeet used to grow on the
banks. The smell of the sea was recreated
using a combination of seawater and dry ice
which released a fog and evoked the smell
of salty sea air. A speaker was placed inside
a shell that played sounds of the sea.
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Sam and Daniel’s main “Chickens in
Grandma’s garden” comprised of a cream
cheese, herb, cashew nut mousse and
cream cheese marshmallow stuffed
organic chicken served with Bourbon Oak
smoked mash potatoes, baby beetroot and
carrots topped with a beetroot and lavender gel. The dish was served with a thyme,
coriander, lemon and lavender scent to
represent the smells from her garden.
The boys and their teacher will be flown
to Sydney for an exclusive culinary
experience, including a ‘behind the scenes’
look at the Sydney hospitality industry,
dining at high profile restaurants.

Prestigous New Zealand cookery event
hot on vegetables
It may have been winter, but with a range of high-profile
competitions being run between July and August, it
was a hot season for vegetables.co.nz. New Zealand
fresh vegetables were used extensively in each of the
competitions that saw the country’s best and the brightest
culinary talent from high school level to professional chefs
to those working in aged care facilities battle it out for top
honors.
The Nestlé Toque d’Or, now in its 26th year, is arguably
New Zealand’s most prestigious student cookery and
restaurant service event. Held in a total of 17 countries
around the world, the Toque d’Or has launched many a
stellar career with its grueling three-hour kitchen cook
off. Teams are judged against World Chefs International
Judging Standards at every point of the process from
preparation to presentation, taste and service.
This year’s Toque d’Or winners from Palmerston North’s
Universal College of Learning (UCOL), Kate Bryant and
Keziah O’Conner, prepared a stunning three course meal
with an innovative use of vegetables. The team’s smoked
salmon and pickled New Zealand vegetables followed
by a main of beef sirloin with kumara strudel, spinach,
carrots, turnips and a caramelized shallot jus, offered both
a sophisticated range of flavours and colours with picture
perfect preparation and plating.
Supporting young talent through its sponsorship of events
and competitions is critically important to vegetables.co.nz
as it is for the other key sponsors Nestlé Professional,
Beef+Lamb New Zealand, and Akaroa Salmon among
others. While encouraging a vibrant local culinary scene,
competitions showcase the many original ways our top
quality local ingredients are being used in the professional
kitchen setting.
Even those starting out on their culinary adventures can
highlight new and exciting methods of preparing relatively
simple fresh ingredients. The humble pasty was elevated to
new heights when Eufemio Castro and Pakeezah Suliman,
both students at Auckland’s Onehunga High School took
out the top award in the Secondary School Challenge
at the NZChefs National Salon held in Auckland. While

the Cornish pasty may not spin wheels in the nation’s
fine-dining establishments, it requires a surprisingly
sophisticated skill set to achieve excellence in both the
taste and consistency of the pastry and in establishing the
right balance of flavours in the meat and New Zealand
fresh vegetable filling.
Taste, texture and presentation were also high on the list of
requirements for competitors vying for the Senior Lifestyle
Cuisine Award. While competitors were challenged to
prepare four servings of a main dish and dessert within
a 90 minute time frame, the need to offer two portions
in a soft format added another level of complexity. With
nutrition a real focus among this particular age group, all
agreed that vegetables prove an excellent choice when
faced with a wide range of dietary considerations.
With the numbers of New Zealanders aged 65 years and
over projected to reach the one million mark, Judge
Michael Van de Elzen stressed the urgent need for aged
care providers to recognise the appeal of high quality, great
tasting rest home fare, as more residents with discerning
palates and sophisticated demands enter into care. It’s
therefore not surprising that TVNZ’s ONE News were keen
to cover the competition and announce the overall winner,
Chef Rodney Philips of Elderslea Rest Home in Upper Hutt.
Another high profile competition saw Marc Soper of
Wharekauhau Lodge crowned Chef of the Year with his
elaborate three courses offering the judging panel a taste
of perfection at the NZChefs National Culinary Salon. Of
particular note was his Cervena venison main, served with
crumbed potato, garden spinach custard, celeriac puree,
and other seasonal New Zealand vegetables. The judges
noted that Marc was extremely confident in the kitchen,
showing a good range of technical skills. His dishes had
great taste, a good balance of flavours and they were
immaculately presented.

Kate Bryant, Keziah O'Connor and Summer Dennison
from UCOL Palmerston North

Senior lifestyle cuisine winner

Chef Eric Lim from Chillingworth Road Restaurant
ran a close second with his extremely elegant plating,
demonstrating that New Zealand grown vegetables not
only complement a perfectly cooked piece of meat but have
what it takes to play a starring role – even in winter!

NATIONAL SECONDARY SCHOOL CULINARY CHALLENGE 2016
THE JUDGES

winners of Toque d’Or 2016

L-R Liam Fox – Chef/owner,
Forte Green, Auckland;
Chief Judge, Mark Wylie –
Culinary Services Manager,
Compass Group;
Craig Lucas – Chef Lecturer,
Manukau Institute of
Technology;
John Kelleher – Senior
lecturer, Professional Cookery,
AUT University;
Ben Bayly – My Kitchen Rules
judge and Head Chef at both
The Grove and Baduzzi,
Auckland;
Jeremy Schmid – Owner/chef
at The Officers Mess function
centre, North Shore, Auckland.

Chef Rodney Philips (centre) from Elderslea Rest Home in
Upper Hutt winner of Senior Lifestyle Cuisine

New Zealand Chef
of the Year

NSSCC JUDGES' COMMENTS
Leading the team of judges which
included some of the country’s top
chefs, Mark Wylie, highly respected
chef and Culinary Services Manager
at Compass Group, said the bar
had been raised again in this year’s
competition.

NZ Chef of Year 2016 Marc Soper

“Each year we see the competition
standards raised as the event
increases in profile, attracting larger
numbers. The students’ skill levels
were impressive, combined with
contemporary ideas and professional
practices. Our industry is in good
hands if any of these students decide
to move into hospitality as a career.
“The judges considered the St John’s
College team’s dishes to be incredibly
well thought out and constructed with
great attention to provenance. Many
of their ingredients told the story and
evoked memories of gathering food
locally. They served up restaurant
quality meals, beautifully presented,
beautiful tasting and cooked to a high
level of craftsmanship.”

One of Eric Lim’s dishes in NZ Chef of the Year
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The New Zealand Food and Nutrition Guideline
Statements for healthy children and young people
These are the key
recommendations to ensure
optimal growth and prevent
nutritional deficiencies, obesity
and diet-related chronic
diseases.

4. Drink plenty of water during the day.
Include reduced or low-fat milk every day.

The guideline statements are as follows.

•

1. Eat a variety of foods from each of the
four major food groups each day:

•

•

Limit drinks such as fruit juice, cordial,
fruit drink, fizzy drinks (including diet
drinks), sports drinks and sports water.
Energy drinks or energy shots are not
recommended for children or young
people.
Do not give children less than 13 years
of age coffee or tea. If young people (13
years and older) choose to drink coffee
or tea, limit to one to two cups per day.

• Take part in regular physical activity,
aiming for 60 minutes or more of
moderate to vigorous activity each day.
• Spend less than two hours a day (out
of school time) in front of television,
computers and gaming consoles.

•

breads and cereals, increasing
wholegrain products as children
increase in age

•

milk and milk products or suitable
alternatives, preferably reduced or lowfat options

Food groups, specific foods in each group, advise and serving size examples
Food group

Specific foods included Recommendation (per day)

lean meat, poultry, fish, shellfish, eggs,
legumes, nuts and seeds*.

Vegetables and fruit

All vegetables and
fruit, including
potatoes, kamara and
taro

•

2. Eat enough for activity, growth and to
maintain a healthy body size.
•

Vegetables and fruit
– fresh, frozen or
canned

Eat regularly over the day, that is,
have breakfast, lunch and dinner, and
include inbetween snacks for young
children or if hungry.

•

low in fat, especially saturated fat

•

low in sugar, especially added sugar

•

low in salt (if using salt, use iodised
salt).

• Be active in as many ways as possible,
for example, through play, cultural
activities, dance, sport and recreation,
jobs and going from place to place.

Preschoolers: at least 2
servings of vegetables and
at least 2 servings of fruit
Children: at least 3
servings of vegetables and
at least 2 servings of fruit

Young people: at least 3
If consumed, only one servings of vegetables and
serving of no-sugarat least 2 servings of fruit
added fruit juice or
dried fruit can count as
contributing a serving
to the recommended
dietary intake

3. Prepare foods or choose pre-prepared
foods, snacks and drinks that are:

To obtain a wide range of nutrients it is
important to eat many different types of
vegetables and fruit every day. Colour
is a good guide to ensuring variety with
vegetables and fruit, which are often
classified as green (eg, broccoli, spinach,
kiwifruit), yellow/orange (eg, carrots,
pumpkin, mandarins), red (eg, tomatoes,
red peppers, strawberries), blue/ purple
(eg, beetroot, eggplant, plums) or brown/
white (eg, onions, potatoes, bananas).
These colours also indicate high levels of
protective compounds in vegetables and
fruit.

9. Be physically active.

vegetables and fruit, including different
colours and textures

6. Eat meals with family or whanau as often
as possible.

More about Vegetables and fruits

8. Purchase, prepare, cook and store food
in ways to ensure food safety.

•

5. Alcohol is not recommended for children
or young people.

• Be active with friends and whanau, at
home, school, and in your community

7. Encourage children and young people
to be involved in shopping, growing and
cooking family meals.

Serving size examples
1 medium potato or kamara (135g)
½ cup cooked vegetables (eg, broccoli, peas, corn,
spinach, puha (50–80g)
1 carrot (75g)
½ cup salad (60g)
1 tomato (80g)
½ avocado (80g)
1 apple, pear, banana or orange (130g)
2 small apricots or plums (100g)
½ cup fresh fruit salad (120g)
½ cup stewed or canned fruit (135g)
1 cup no-added-sugar fruit juice (250ml)

Vegetables.co.nz on the world stage

Reference:

3/307
Title: Dietitians and Chefs ‘Veg Up’

Presentation to the International Congress of Dietitians in Granada, Spain, September 2016
Authors: Pip Duncan

Workcenter: Auckland, New Zealand

Introduction
Evidence of the protective effect of
vegetables on health is well documented.
Dietitians are food and nutrition scientists
and traditionally chefs are food artists
often with little formal nutrition training.
Vegetables.co.nz, a promotion organisation
funded by commercial vegetable growers,
identified that chefs needed a greater
understanding of the benefits of vegetables
and could better promote these by creating
tasty dishes incorporating seasonal
vegetables. Chefs work in a wide variety of
settings from education to age care.

Aims
To increase the innovative use of fresh
vegetables in main dish meals served
across a spectrum of restaurants and
facilities
To increase chef competitors’
understanding of the health benefits
associated with eating a wide range of
vegetables

Method
Annual competitions for chef and student
competitors have been held since 2007.
Each category of competition had entry
criteria developed by dietitians and the
use of fresh vegetables was mandatory.
Category specific resources were
developed to underpin training sessions
and were as follows:
Vegetables - a user guide and app
A study guide for Hospitality students
Teaching resource on traditional vegetable
cuts
A series of vegetable videos featuring
growers and the production cycle
Masterclasses/tutorials/ mentoring

Other activities to assist engagement
of competitors:
Comprehensive section on website www.
vegetables.co.nz
Group visits of chefs, teachers/tutors and
students to growers; Forum- on- wheels
Free distribution of evidence based, peer
reviewed resources by vegetables.co.nz
Campaign with Food writers to promote
seasonality
The competitions developed were as
follows:
Secondary Schools
National Secondary School Culinary
challenge [NSSCC]
Tertiary Training establishments
New Zealand Team Skills
Established chefs
New Zealand Chef of the Year
Aged Care Chefs
Senior Lifestyle Cuisine Competition

Results
Comparison of baseline data, post training
and after the competition revealed that
chefs had increased their understanding
and use of seasonal vegetables and were
prepared to experiment with different
combinations. Winter staple vegetables
were used in an increased variety of ways;
including confit, sous vide, dried and
pickled naturally. All of the competitors
had attended preliminary masterclasses
or tutorials or undertook mentoring
with self-directed learning. A 2007 study
repeated in 2016 with chefs working
in restaurants showed an increase in

Introduc)on
Evidence of the protec)ve eﬀect of vegetables on health is well
documented. Die))ans are food and nutri)on scien)sts and
tradi)onally chefs are food ar)sts o=en with li>le formal nutri)on
training. Vegetables.co.nz, a promo)on organisa)on funded by
commercial vegetable growers, iden)ﬁed that chefs needed a
greater understanding of the beneﬁts of vegetables and could be>er
promote these by crea)ng tasty dishes incorpora)ng seasonal
vegetables. Chefs work in a wide variety of seEngs from educa)on
to age care.
Aims
To increase the innova)ve use of fresh vegetables in main dish meals
served across a spectrum of restaurants and facili)es
To increase compe)tors’ understanding of the health beneﬁts
associated with ea)ng a wide range of vegetables
Method
Annual compe))ons for chef and student compe)tors have been
held since 2007. Each category of compe))on had entry criteria
developed by die))ans and the use of fresh vegetables was
mandatory. Category speciﬁc resources were developed to underpin
training sessions and were as follows:
Vegetables - a user guide and app
A study guide for Hospitality students
Teaching resource on tradi)onal vegetable cuts A series of vegetable
videos featuring growers and the produc)on cycle Masterclasses/
tutorials/ mentoring
Other ac)vi)es to assist engagement of compe)tors:
Comprehensive sec)on on website www.vegetables.co.nz
Group visits of chefs, teachers/tutors and students to growers;
Forum- on- wheels

Results
Comparison of baseline data, post training and a=er the
compe))on revealed that chefs had increased their understanding
and use of seasonal vegetables and were prepared to experiment
with diﬀerent combina)ons. Winter staple vegetables were used
in an increased variety of ways; including conﬁt, sous vide, dried
and pickled naturally. All of the compe)tors had a>ended
preliminary masterclasses or tutorials or undertook mentoring
with self directed learning. A 2007 study repeated in 2016 with
chefs working in restaurants showed an increase in the amount of
vegetables included on plates which precluded diners having to
order vegetables sides. There was less use of tradi)onal high fat
sauces and more emphasis on lite cookery and raw vegetables.
There has been more a>en)on to and improvements in the
serving and presenta)on in vegetables in puree diets in aged
care. Compe))ons have been fully subscribed with wai)ng lists.
Co- sponsors of the various compe))ons have willingly signed up
for future years and new sponsors came on board.
Quotes from compe)tors
“I wanted to explore just one or two vegetables and challenge
myself with how many diﬀerent ways they can be used rather
than having a large number of diﬀerent vegetables. The dish is
made up of carrot puree, carrot mix inside tortellini, shaved
carrots and blanched and sautéed carrots. The cauliﬂower has
been dehydrated and refried and also done as a pakora”.

the amount of vegetables included on
plates which precluded diners having to
order vegetables sides. There was less
use of traditional high fat sauces and
more emphasis on lite cookery and raw
vegetables. There has been more attention
to and improvements in the serving and
presentation in vegetables in puree diets
in aged care. Competitions have been
fully subscribed with waiting lists. Cosponsors of the various competitions have
willingly signed up for future years and new
sponsors came on board.

Public relations campaign to media

Quotes from competitors

New Zealand Culinary Arts Guidelines for
competitions now includes a section on
nutrition and healthy eating

“I wanted to explore just one or two
vegetables and challenge myself with
how many different ways they can be
used rather than having a large number
of different vegetables. The dish is made
up of carrot puree, carrot mix inside
tortellini, shaved carrots and blanched and
sautéed carrots. The cauliflower has been
dehydrated and refried and also done as a
pakora”.

Articles and photos on vegetables.co.nz
website and co-sponsors' websites

Highlights since 2007 which show
sustained benefits

Vegetables are now ‘mainstream’ and at
least two servings are included on dinner
plates, not as just a ‘garnish’
Leading chefs using vegetables as the
starch portion on the plate

Free distribu)on of evidence based, peer reviewed resources by
vegetables.co.nz
Campaign with Food writers to promote seasonality

Following the impact of the Senior
Lifestyle Cuisine competition, aged care
organisations have made it mandatory to
employ qualified chefs

Established chefs
New Zealand Chef of the Year
Aged Care Chefs
Senior Lifestyle Cuisine Compe))on

Videos and high quality photography of
competitions
Dedicated tabloid-type newspaper
produced to share results and encourage
competitors in future years.
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New Zealand Culinary Arts Guidelines for compe))ons now
includes a sec)on on nutri)on and healthy ea)ng
Na)onal NZ Salon Culinaire has banned the use of deep fat fryers
Major contract caters have introduced healthy op)on menus
Following the impact of the Senior Lifestyle Cuisine compe))on,
aged care organisa)ons have made it mandatory to employ
qualiﬁed chefs
Increased numbers of registered die))ans working in aged care
Conclusion

Major contract caters have introduced
healthy option menus

Ter)ary Training establishments
New Zealand Team Skills

Promotional activities after the
competitions

Promo)onal ac)vi)es a=er the compe))ons
Videos and high quality photography of previous compe))ons
Dedicated tabloid-type newspaper produced to share results and
encourage compe)tors in future years.
Public rela)ons campaign to media
Ar)cles and photos on vegetables.co.nz website and co-sponsors
websites
Highlights since 2007 showing sustained beneﬁts
Vegetables are now ‘mainstream’ and at least two servings are
included on dinner plates, not as just a ‘garnish’
Leading chefs using vegetables as the starch por)on on the plate

National NZ Salon banned the use of deep
fat fryers in 2006

The compe))ons developed were as follows:
Secondary Schools
Na)onal Secondary School Culinary challenge [NSSCC]

‘My idea was to showcase many of the great
vegetables we work with while delivering a
surprise to the diner with the falafel stuffed
savoy cabbage. Working with vegetables
provides a great challenge to deliver
something outside of the norm and I’ve
enjoyed getting the creative juices flowing’

‘My idea was to showcase many of the great vegetables we work
with while delivering a surprise to the diner with the falafel
stuﬀed savoy cabbage. Working with vegetables provides a great
challenge to deliver something outside of the norm and I’ve
enjoyed geGng the creaHve juices ﬂowing’

This study illustrates the value of culinary compe))ons as a
successful method of teaching chefs about the use of seasonal
vegetables and their health beneﬁts. This has resulted in an
increased propor)on of vegetables being used i hospitality.
Acknowledgements
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Increased numbers of registered dietitians
working in aged care

Conclusion
This study illustrates the value of culinary
competitions as a successful method of
teaching chefs about the use of seasonal
vegetables and their health benefits. This
has resulted in an increased proportion of
vegetables being used in on plates.
Author Pip Duncan
Acknowledgements
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Life Skills for the Future

A subjective analysis of the 86 food items identified by teachers was completed, to assess how
each may contribute to students learning ‘practical cooking skills’. There was limited research
specifying what constituted a ‘practical cooking skill’ or which skills were expected from a Year
7 and 8 class. Those listed in Figure 7 were identified as being regularly utilised actions in the
methods/instructions section of recipes. Mixing and knife skills were the two most common
skills utilised in the preparing of food items. Of the food items, 86% were assessed as
requiring some form of ‘cooking’ skill (boiling, baking or frying), while 21% potentially involved
two or more forms.

Developing the life skills to prepare healthy meals will
empower our children to be able to access and enjoy a
nutritious diet within their own budgetary, cultural, social
and time constraints over a lifetime.

Mixing
Knife Skills
Baking
Assembling
Cooking Skills

The school curriculum is the most appropriate place to
teach and develop cooking literacy skills as it reaches all
children and provides cross curricular learning.

Nine Dietetic students developed a survey involving faceto-face and phone interviews, with the additional option of
an online questionnaire. Analysis of the resulting data will
enable both The Heart Foundation and Vegetables.co.nz to
provide schools with relevant resources needed to deliver
successful cooking classes, thus helping to strengthen the
cooking literacy of Year 7 and 8 students throughout New
Zealand.
Face-to-face and phone interviews were conducted by a
Massey University Dietetic student using the survey script
developed. The online survey used SurveyMonkey.com and
was distributed via email to all teacher members of the
Home Economics and Technology Teachers Association of
New Zealand (HETTANZ) as well as members of the New
Zealand Association of Intermediate and Middle Schools
(NZAIMS) who had opted to receive contact.
Over 120 teachers responded to the survey in which the
questions were grouped into five key areas of investigation:
1. Background information: school, name, job title.
2. Cooking class availability, location, duration and
learning objectives.
3. Food items, recipes and ingredients included in
cooking classes.
4. Nutrition theory and resources.
5. Other food related school facilities (tuck shop/food
canteen and related policies, vegetable and fruit
gardens and use of produce).

Gaps and opportunities in the curriculum:
Flexibility and interpretation of the current guidelines
can lead to significant variances in teaching methods
and content which may be contributing to the decline in
children’s ability to cook. A key aspect of this survey was to
map variances and identify gaps.
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Figure 7. Skills used in Year 7 and 8 cooking classes and number of recipes produced using each skill

Skills used in Year 7 and 8 cooking classes and number of
recipes produced using each skill

Recipes were sourced primarily from cookbooks, the internet and existing school recipes/sources (Figure
8). An unexpected source of recipes were celebrity chef cookbooks and websites (Jamie Oliver, Annabel
Langbein and Nadia Lim). YouTube was also popular for both recipes and demonstrations of specific
practical cooking skills (e.g. knife skills).

The Dietetic students who developed a survey involving
face-to-face and phone interviews

•

For example, under ‘Food Formulation’ is a sub heading
titled; ‘Manipulation of ingredients’ which states ‘Basic
cooking skills are to be built on and reinforced at each year’
(Eagle & Pound, 2016). However, as it is only a guide, it does
not specify what the basic cooking skills are, and this is left
to the teacher’s interpretation. Some may require additional
resources to successfully deliver this topic.

Less than 10% of teachers considered teaching skills
when considering recipes to teach.
the majority of children are taught food technology
which is brief, design, produce and evaluate
Less than 50% of Year 7 and 8 students’ menus were
main meals while 27% were baked goods which should
be considered discretionary foods. Encouragingly only
2% were desserts.
16
Approximately 80% of schools use bacon, ham,
luncheon, sausages and salami with 68% using
legumes in cooking classes but due to budgetary
constraints only 27% use fish.

•
•

•

The Food and Nutrition Guidelines state;
Prepare foods or choose prepared foods;
• Low in fat especially saturated fat
•recruiters
Low being
in sugar,
especially
added
sugar
based in Ellerslie
(Appendix
E – Table
1).
• Low in salt
An estimated 17,667 Year 7 and 8 students participate in food economic/technology classes
The
flexibility and interpretation of the food and nutrition
across the 60 schools examined in this study.
guidelines could also be a contributing factor to the
The participating
schools
from decile
one to ten.
of the schools
had a decile
general
decline
inranged
children’s
ability
to Almost
cookhalf
a healthy
meal,
equal to, or less than five (Appendix E – Table 2). Due to the recruitment method, of directly
with
speculation
that
children
are
growing
up
knowing
approaching all intermediate schools listed by the Ministry of Education, there is strong
little
more than
how to cook
of(60%)
toast
(Gorton,
representation
from intermediate
schools a
in piece
this report
(Table
1). It would2016).
be beneficial
to ensure that further data collection is expanded to provide a balanced representation of

composite and intermediate schools.
Interim
results from 60 interviews
5.0Table
Results
and
Discussion
Type
of school
Type1.of
school

5.1 Participant Characteristics: Schools and teachers
Type of School
Number of schools
Percentage of schools (%)
Sixty
teachers from
59 locations
participated
in this study. It was
Intermediate
only
(Year 7 and
8)
36 noted that two interviews
60.0
were
sourced
from
one
technology
centre.
However,
due
to
the
significantly
different 8.3
Composite (Year 0-8)
5
information provided, both participants were included in the study and recorded as two
Composite (Year 0-13)
5
8.3
separate locales for the purpose of data analysis. As mentioned in the methods, six schools
Composite
(Yearexcluded,
7-10) as it was unconfirmed if their technology
2
3.3
(Year
9 to 13) were
classes were attended
Composite
9 mediums of communication
15.0
by off-site
Year (Year
7and 87-13)
students, at the time of this report. The
included
20 face-to-face
interviews, 28 telephone interviews and
Composite
(Year 8-13)
1 12 SurveyMonkey online
1.7
surveys.
Technology centre
2
3.3
Total
60 3. However, a large 100
Participating schools were spread nationwide,
as shown in Figure

Heart foundation
Internet
Vegetables.co.nz
Existing school resources
Books
Ministry of Health
Healthy Food guide
Magazines
Ministry of Education
Project cook
5+ a day
Make own
Cook for life
Just cook
Other

Source

The “How” of the Survey

Frying
Peeling
Thickening

The curriculum states; ‘it is expected all children will have
had the opportunity to learn practical cooking skills by the
end of year 8’. The current education curriculum provides
for this to occur, but does it?
Vegetables.co.nz and The Heart Foundation have partnered
with the Massey University Dietetic programme, to
investigate the teaching of cooking classes to Year 7
and 8 students in intermediate and composite schools
throughout New Zealand.
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Figure 14. Sources
of theory-based nutrition
education resourcesused
in schools
resources used in schools

When questioned about what they found most useful about existing resources, teachers
described the following:

Where
to from here?
 Visually appealing

This
has provided a good snapshot on the
 investigation
Colourful
The majority (70%) of the participants surveyed had the job title, “food technology teacher”, as current
 Simple
and easybased
to understand
school
cooking classes/programmes in New
shown in Figure 4. Job titles under “other” included school nurse, table to garden coordinator Zealand.
 At an appropriate
level of difficulty
for Year 7 and
8 students
It has managed
to capture
some
strong, emerging
and catering and hospitality teacher.
1
 Interactive

proportion of participants (from 21 schools) were from the Auckland region due to the

trends in both Year 7 and 8 cooking curriculums.

1

5%
3.3%
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6.7%

Food technology teacher

1
1 3 1

3.3%
1.7%

Home economics
Cooking teacher

Culturally appropriate

 communities’
Bilingual
The
expectations of the current curriculum
Posters
are that
all year 7 and 8 students nationwide, from differing
 Videosand
(YouTube
or other)
cultures
socio
economic backgrounds have the
opportunity
to
learn
practical cooking skills. Differences in
Some teachers identified a need for more interactive resources, providing the following specific
teachers’
time,
budgets,
resources and messaging mean
examples:
that the life skills actually being taught vary dramatically.

3.3%
1
The Ministry of Education’s (2016) Health and Physical
1
Food and nutrition teacher
2 1 3
Education Curriculum (HPE) has seven key learning areas
6.7%
1
HOD food technology
one of which is ‘Food and Nutrition Education’. Within this
 An app
7
key learning area it states “it is expected that all students
1 70%
In consideration
the trends identified in the key findings
HOD home economics
Websites + online of
games
2
are given the opportunity to learn practical cooking skills
 Planned
activities
starter packs
together
with
theand
needs
of the students, teachers have
HOD food and nutrition
 Visits from
food/nutritionresources
professionals that are visual, simple
by the end of Year 8.” It also states that students are given
requested
additional
Other
 colourful,
Recipes which in
can the
simplyform
be scaled
or down. as well as interactive
opportunities to gain:
and
of up
posters
6
• Knowledge and understanding of the nutrition
Figure 4. Job titles of participants
activity books and apps. Resources should also be
people across all age groups require for growth and expressed as a percentage (%).
12culturally appropriate, up-to-date, and developed with
*HOD= Head of Department
1
alternative versions to stimulate interest.
development.
1
Participating
schools
were
3
Figure 3: Participating schools
were widespread
• Understanding of how nutrition, exercise, and wellVegetables.co.nz strongly believe that were ALL year 7
across New Zealand (n=60)
widespread
across
1
being are related.
and 8 students genuinely taught how to prepare and cook
New Zealand (n=60) 11
• Knowledge and understandings of the cultural
healthy meals, New Zealand’s growing obesity issue could
significance of food and of rituals associated with food
at least in part be addressed.
and nutrition.
What did they discover? – Some findings:
This will only occur if there is a comprehensive programme
• Knowledge, understandings, and skills for selecting
• A high degree of inconsistency between what is taught,
put in place to make it happen. Some schools are already
and preparing food and eating patterns that reflect
how it is taught and how long is devoted to it.
doing a fabulous job. The challenge is to empower,
health-enhancing attitudes towards nutrition.
• In 99% of participating schools Year 7s and 8s
motivate, equip and resource all schools to do so.
• Knowledge of the costs associated with buying and
participated in food classes over a period of 6 to 14
preparing food and the skills necessary to meet
Vegetables.co.nz is proposing the establishment of a
weeks, 64% were 2 hours or less and 10% only one
nutritional needs on a limited budget.
collaborative group of interested parties to develop a
hour.
5.4 Nutrition
theory and resources
• The skills needed to prepare food successfully and
portfolio of evidence based resources specifically tailored
•
There
is
a
wide
disparity
in
what
is
taught
in
the
foods
Theory-based nutrition education accompanied the food economic/cooking classes in 68% of
for use by New Zealand teachers in order to meet the
safely at a personal level and as a shared responsibility.
arena:
schools.
Of these schools, the majority incorporated nutrition theory into the cooking sessions.
(Ministry of Education, 2016)
It was •
estimated
component used
approximately
tentheory
to thirty minutes
of the time curriculum and reinforcing the communities’ expectations.
85%theofnutrition
participating
schools
taught
based

allocated to each cooking session. Very few schools included nutrition education as stand alone
nutrition education and there is no consistency in
theory-based sessions, within the food technology/home economic curriculum. Teachers were
messaging
around
nutrition,
health
and budgeting.
not asked whether
students received
nutrition
education
from an alternate
source. This may be
an opportunity for future investigation.

Nutrition education topic

Although this provides teachers with flexibility within
the classroom, it can be interpreted in various ways and
could lead to students not being taught the specific skills
required to enhance cooking literacy. Some teachers may
use the Food Technology Toolbox for additional support
when planning the cooking component of their food and
nutrition education. The Toolbox contains the following five
key components; which teachers can select topics from:
1. Food formulation.
2. Food Safety and Legislation.
3. Food Packaging and Labelling.
4. Food Product Testing.
5. Food Production and Preservation. (Eagle & Pound, 2016)

Food safety and hygiene
Food groups

The portfolio must consider the key issues of;
• budget/funding
• teacher time
• consistent messaging and
• provide easy and flexible delivery in class.

5+ a day
Plate model
Eating on a budget
Cultural differences
Other
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Figure
13. Theory-based nutrition
nutrition education
topics coveredtopics
in food classes
classes

in food

All of the schools, which included theory-based nutrition education in their classes, used
resources to help them with their teaching. Resources were sourced from a variety of places
including The Heart Foundation, Vegetables.co.nz, 5+ a day, The Healthy Food Guide, Sport
Waikato and TKI (Te Kete Ipurangi). With Massey University Dietetic students acknowledging
Vegetables.co.nz and the Heart Foundation as stakeholders in the study, there was potential for
a biased response from teachers in regard to their use of resources from these two sources.

If you would like further information or would like to
contribute to the programme please contact Pip Duncan
at Vegetables.co.nz.
Thanks to the following for their contributions to this
project: the Heart Foundation, Massey University, the
Massey University Dietetic students and vegetables.co.nz
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Vegetables: your super supplements
As an athlete, you want to live, train and perform at your best, which requires your body and mind to
be functioning at their best. Getting the right vitamins and minerals helps to ensures that your body
works like a well-oiled machine. Here are a few key nutrients, some of their (many) functions relevant
to athletes and foods that contain one or more of them.*

Vitamin C, B Vitamins (folate, niacin or B6)
Reduces tiredness & fatigue

Brain function

Potassium
Hydration – water and
electrolyte balance

B Vitamins (niacin or thiamin)
Release energy from food

Vitamin K or Vitamin C
Bone Structure

when consumed as part of a healthy balanced diet
*cooked, except capsicum, lettuce, mushroom, tomato and watercress
http://www.vegetables.co.nz/health/vegetables-for-sport/

For more information visit

VEGE NOTES
Vegetables – the
super supplement
for athletes. What
the poster tells us

Congratulations

Vegetables.co.nz – Catering Policy and Guidelines
Background:
Catering for vegetables.co.nz committee
meetings and sponsored events provides
the opportunity to showcase fresh New
Zealand grown vegetables.

As an athlete, you want to live, train and
perform at your peak, which requires your
body and mind to be functioning at their
best. And getting the right vitamins and
minerals helps to ensures that your body
works like a well-oiled machine.

It also demonstrates vegetables.co.nz’s
commitment to the Ministry of Health’s
Food and Activity Guidelines for New
Zealand Adults 2015. These guidelines
provide evidence based population health
advice on healthy eating.

When it comes to nutrition, athletes often
focus on consuming the right ‘fuel’ at
the right times. However, specific micro
nutrients (vitamins and minerals) may
prove advantageous to training athletes due
to their role in the body – such as immunity,
brain function, energy metabolism, mental
function, and reducing tiredness and
fatigue.

Eating Statement 1
Enjoy a variety of nutritious foods every
day including:
• Plenty of vegetables and fruit.
• Grain foods, mostly whole grain and
those naturally high in fibre.
• Some milk and milk and milk
products, mostly low and reduced fat.
• Some legumes, nuts, seeds.
• Fish and other seafood, eggs poultry
and/or red meat with the fat removed.

President, New Zealand Guild food
Writers, Niki Bezzant
Editor-in-Chief, Healthy Life Media
Limited

A study of athletes and supplement use
identified nearly half (47%) of athletes were
taking multi-vitamins, with females doing
so due to an inadequate diet1. This indicates
there may be a lack of knowledge of the
specific benefits of specific nutrients and
how to consume these nutrients in a more
tasty and effective, food based way.
It is often hard to decipher between the
hype and marketing of products; however,
there are many well-documented,
scientifically accepted benefits of vitamins
and minerals. Below are some that are
relevant to athletes, helping you to perform
at your best, and examples of where they
can be found.
When training and competing, you want
to avoid illness or even just feeling ‘under
the weather’. You need a robust immune
system, and nutrients that are key for
immune function include folate, Vitamin A,
Vitamin B6 and Vitamin C.
Vegetables that contain some of these
nutrients include broccoli, capsicum, kale,
silverbeet, peas, watercress, spinach and
yams.
To perform at your best, you need to be
focused and stay focused. Vitamins that
are important for brain function include
some B vitamins (such as folate, niacin,
Vitamin B6) and Vitamin C. These nutrients
also help to reduce tiredness and fatigue –
which can be a problem for even those that
are not training hard!
Vegetables that contain some of these
nutrients include pumpkin, carrot, tomato
silverbeet, peas, corn, and courgette.
Hydration has a significant effect on
performance and potassium is needed for
water and electrolyte balance. Potassium
can be found in many vegetables including
asparagus, kumara, mushroom, beetroot,
celery, and parsnip.
Some of the B vitamins (such as niacin
or thiamin) help to release energy from
food – quite important when you want to
fuel muscles. Vegetables that contain
some of these nutrients include peas, corn,
courgette, carrots, tomato, kumara and
potato.
When training and competing here in New
Zealand, fresh food is safe, there is plenty
of variety and the quality is high, therefore
athletes should make the most of the
beneficial vitamins and minerals they can
obtain from vegetables. Eating a healthy
diet with a variety of vegetables is key to
getting a spectrum of nutrients. For ideas
of interesting and tasty ways to eat specific
vegetables, visit www.vegetables.co.nz/
recipes
You can download a resource to give to
athletes with specific information on the
vegetables.co.nz website
References:

Froiland K, et al. Nutritional supplement use among
college athletes and their sources of information. Int J
Sport Nutr Exerc Metab. 2004
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The team with Tanya Reid
The New Zealand Institute of Food
Science and Technology [NZIFST] and The
Royal Society of New Zealand’s CREST
programme run an annual nationwide
food product development challenge for
teams of senior secondary school students
studying food technology and/or science.
In 2016 James Kuperus, former Assistant
Business Manager of vegetables.co.nz,
acted as a client for the ‘Mr Veggie team’
at Carmel College, Auckland; vegetables.
co.nz also provided sponsorship to
the team, to assist with the costs of
participating in the Challenge. Tanya Reid
from Beggs & Co mentored the team
through their project. Congratulations to
the team for developing a new vegetablebased snack – kumara and corn nuggets
product for school students, made with
fresh New Zealand grown vegetables. Their
project was highly commended, and they
were awarded the Team Silver Challenge
CREST Award.

Diary Dates 2017
Feb – March Entries open NZ
Vegetarian Dish Challenge 2017
May – Finalists announced NZ
Vegetarian Dish Challenge 2017
June – Winners announced NZ
Vegetarian Dish Challenge 2017
May 20 - Home Economics Technology
Teachers Assoc. NZ, Wellington
May 29–31 - Agencies for Nutrition
Action Conference, Wellington
May 26-28 - Food Show, Wellington

Eating Statement 2
Choose and/or prepare foods and drinks;
• with unsaturated fats instead of
saturated fats,
• that are low in salt (sodium), if using
salt, choose iodised salt;
• with little or no added sugar; and
• that are mostly ‘whole’ and less
processed.
All catering should adhere, where
possible, to the following guidelines and
example menus.
Guidelines:
• Chilled water available throughout
the meeting.
• Always consider those with food
allergies. In particular ensure that
there are gluten free options on all
menus and if ordered these food
items are clearly labelled as gluten
free when served.
• Ensure caterer only use fresh New
Zealand grown produce, that is NZ
Gap certified.
• Use nutrient dense carbohydrates
such as kumara or potato rather than
rice, pasta or couscous.
• Select caterers from the list of
preferred caterers in development
or choose items from the caterer’s
menu which meet the criteria below;
or request items from the suggested
sample menus below.
• Morning and Afternoon Teas: include
vegetables, grains or fresh fruit and
use low fat spreads or condiments.
• Lunches: also include lean, low fat
protein (i.e. Edam cheese, chicken,
fish), where possible, in combination
with the vegetables.
• Nibbles and Finger Food: can include
wedges. Use vegetable sticks
or baked grain crackers, or rice
crackers. Use vegetable based dips
such as hummus or salsa.
• Dinners: include salads, low fat
condiments (on the side), use herbs
and spices rather than salt to season.

April 7-9 - Food Show, Christchurch

TRENDING

July 3-5 - NZ Institute Food Science
and Technology Conference, Nelson

Land cress

Baby fennel

July 27-30 - NZ Hospitality
Championships and Food Show
August 29 - National Secondary
Schools Culinary Challenge Final,
Auckland
September 11-14 - Fine Food
Australia, Sydney

WHERE YOU GO TO DISCOVER GREAT TASTING, CREATIVE VEGETABLE IDEAS...

Suggested / Sample Menus:
• Morning and afternoon teas:
• Small fruit or savoury/vegetable
muffins with margarine
• Small savoury/vegetable scones with
margarine
• Vegetable slice using filo pastry
• Whole grain bread sandwiches
• Fruit platter, fruit baskets including
cherry tomatoes if available
Lunches:
• Wholegrain bread sandwiches with
vegetable and protein fillings
• Mini pizzas with vegetable and Edam
topping
• Baked skinless chicken drums and
salad
• Vegetable salad noodle boxes with
dressing on the side
• Baked vegetable fritters with salsa
• Fruit platter/ vegetable crudities
• Vegetable smoothie shots
• Fruit yoghurts
Nibbles and finger foods
• Vegetable hummus, vegetable dips
served with vegetable sticks and
grainy crackers
• low fat yoghurt or lite cream cheese
served with vegetable sticks and
grainy crackers
• Vegetable kebabs with tomato salsa
or sweet chilli sauce
• Baked wedges with tomato salsa
• Whole grain bread mini sandwiches
Dinners – preferably buffets that
include:
• A variety of salads with dressing on
the side
• Steamed seasonal vegetables
• Roasted root vegetables
• Roasted Mediterranean vegetables
with rosemary
• Baked wedges or chopped root or
starchy vegetables
Tips for the Caterer/Chef
Check with your supplier what fresh
New Zealand grown vegetables will be
available at the time of the event and
base the menu around these.
Use a little canola or olive oil for roasting
vegetables.
Add flavour to baked items by using
herbs/vegetables such as coriander,
basil, chilli, garlic, rosemary or thyme.
Use minimal iodised salt during cooking
and garnish foods with plenty of chopped
herbs.
For recipes and more information on
fresh New Zealand vegetables visit

Lambs lettuce

Tasty New Zealand

Tomatoes
available all year round

Chilli and tomato chunky chutney

Tomato and beetroot salad

Tomato salsa

Roasted tomato and pumpkin soup

Yellow vine tomatoes

Tomato, roast pumpkin and onions

Plum, low acid and Roma tomatoes
Tomato, courgette noodle and
herb salad

Quick and easy tomato sauce

Cherry tomatoes

Store tomatoes at room temperature away
from direct sunshine
For more information and recipes visit

Slow roasted tomatoes and parsley
lentil salad

